
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
December 7, 2015 
 
TO: ACHD Board of Commissioners 
  
FROM: Mindy Wallace, AICP 
 Planner III 
 
SUBJECT: Star Middle School 
 

 
Executive Summary: 
The applicant is requesting approval of a conditional use permit to allow for the development of a 
new middle school.  The new school is anticipated to have 1,100 students, a track, two football 
fields, two soccer fields, two softball fields and six tennis courts. This is the first phase of  the Star 
School complex, which is planned to include a high school and elementary school to be built 
sometime in the future. This item is on the consent agenda due to a staff recommended 
modification to the Master Street Map, which shifts the alignment of Pollard Lane to the west due to 
a large irrigation canal across from the site.   The applicant and staff are in agreement on all 
findings for consideration and site specific conditions of approval.  

Staff Recommendation:  
Staff recommends approval of the staff report, as written 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Services Department 

Committed to Service 
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Development Services Department 

  
Project/File:  Star Middle School/STAR15-0001/CU-16-01 

This is a conditional use permit for a new 1,100 student middle school on 28.5 acres.  
The site is located at 2211 N. Pollard Lane in Star, Idaho.   

Lead Agency: City of Star 

Site address: 2211 N. Pollard Lane 

Commission  
Hearing: December 9, 2015 
 Consent Agenda 
 
Applicant: West Ada School District 
 1303 E. Central Drive 
 Meridian, ID 83642 
 
Representative: Scott Henson 
 LCA Architects 
 1221 Shoreline Lane 
 Boise, ID 83702 
 

Staff Contact:  Mindy Wallace 
 Phone: 387-6178 
 E-mail: mwallace@achdidaho.org 

A.  Findings of Fact 
1. Description of Application:   The applicant is requesting approval of a conditional use permit to 

allow for the development of a new middle school.  The new school is anticipated to have 1,100 
students, a track, two football fields, two soccer fields, two softball fields and six tennis courts.  

This is the first phase of  the Star School complex, which is planned to include a high school 
and elementary school to be built sometime in the future. 

2. Description of Adjacent Surrounding Area:   
Direction Land Use Zoning 
North Single Family Residential R-2 
South Rural Urban Transitional/Single Family Residential RUT/R-3 
East Rural Urban Transitional RUT 
West Rural Urban Transitional RUT 

 

3. Site History:  ACHD has not previously reviewed this site for a development application.  

4. Transit:  Transit services are not available to serve this site.   

5. New Center Lane Miles: 0 

mailto:syarrington@achdidaho.org
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6. Impact Fees: There will be an impact fee that is assessed and due prior to issuance of any 
building permits. The assessed impact fee will be based on the impact fee ordinance that is in 
effect at that time. 

7. Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)/ Integrated Five Year Work Plan (IFYWP): 

•  The intersection of Beacon Light Road and SH-16 is scheduled in the Integrated Five Year 
Work Plan to be signalized and have turn lanes added as needed in 2017. 

• Beacon Light Road is listed in the Capital Improvements Plan to be widened to 5-lanes from 
SH-16 to Palmer between 2022 and 2026. 

B.  Traffic Findings for Consideration 
1. Trip Generation:  This development is estimated to generate 1,620 vehicle trips per day; with 

540 vehicle trips in the AM Peak hour and 300 vehicle trips per the school PM peak hour, based 
on the traffic impact study. 

2. Traffic Impact Study  
Kittelson & Associates prepared a traffic impact study for the proposed Star Middle School Below 
is an executive summary of the findings as presented by Kittleson & Associates. The following 
executive summary is not the opinion of ACHD staff.  ACHD has reviewed the submitted traffic 
impact study for consistency with ACHD policies and practices, and may have additional 
requirements beyond what is noted in the summary.   ACHD Staff comments on the submitted 
traffic impact study can be found below under staff comments. 

Executive Summary 
The West Ada School District is proposing to build a new middle school, Star Middle School, that 
will be located on Pollard Lane in Star, Idaho. The proposed middle school is located on the west 
side of Pollard Lane in between Floating Feather Road and Beacon Light Road.  The planned 
school is proposed to accommodate up to approximately 1,000 students.  At present, Eagle and 
Heritage Middle Schools serve the area in the vicinity of the proposed school site.  As such, 
existing vehicle trips associated with those two schools will be redistributed based on revised 
attendance boundaries.  The proposed Star Middle School will also serve new development in the 
area. 
 
Star Middle School is anticipated to be open for the 2018-19 school years.  Due to a lack of 
sidewalks in the vicinity of development and the current rural nature of the surrounding land, 
safety busing is proposed to be provided for all students. 
 
Findings 
 
YEAR 2015 EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 
 All of the study intersections currently operate at an acceptable level-of-service during the 

weekday school a.m. peak hour. 
 
 A review of historical crash data found that there has been almost four crashes per year at 

the SH 16/Beacon Light Road Intersection, but the planned signal at the intersection may 
reduce the number of crashes. There have been no reported crashes on Pollard Lane 
near the proposed Main Site Access. 

 
 There are currently no pedestrian and bicycle facilities in the vicinity of the site with the 

exception of some sections of sidewalks along Floating Feather Road approximately one 
mile from the site. 
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YEAR 2018 BACKGROUND TRAFFICE CONDITIONS 
 
 The Beacon Light Road/SH 16 intersection is expected to be signalized by 2018 

 
 All of the study intersections are anticipated to operate at an acceptable LOS in the year 

2018 background traffic conditions, though the Floating Feather Road approaches to SH 
16 are forecast to operate at LOS “D” during both peak periods. 

 
o  Signal warrants are not expected to be met at the Floating Feather Road/SH 16 

intersection under year 2018 background traffic conditions. 
 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
 
 The proposed Star Middle School will be developed with a single main access off of 

Pollard Lane, north of Floating Feather Road.  In the future, a new elementary school is 
anticipated to share the single access to Pollard lane and will be studied separately at the 
time the elementary school is developed. 

 
 The 1,000-student middle school will generate approximately 1,620 daily trips.  Of these, 

approximately 540 trips will occur during the weekday school a.m. peak hour (300 in, 240 
out) and approximately 300 trips will occur during the weekday school p.m. peak hour (135 
in, 165 out). 

 
 Due to the rural nature of the site, the middle school will provide busing to all students. 

 
YEAR 2018 TOTAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
 
 All of the study intersections are anticipated to operate at an acceptable LOS in the year 

2018 background traffic conditions, though the Floating Feather Road approaches to SH 
16 are forecast to operate at LOS “E” during the weekday a.m. peak hour. 

 
o  The Floating Feather Road/SH 16 intersection is not expected to meet signal warrants 

with the build-out of Star Middle School. 
 
 Due to the number of left-turns into the site during the a.m. peak hour, a northbound left-

turn lane would be beneficial at the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection in the near 
term and likely be needed in the long-term as through traffic volumes increase or future 
development occurs on the school district property.  Based on conversations with ACHD 
staff, installation of a left-turn lane would result in insufficient shoulder width adjacent to a 
ditch/floodway on the east side of Pollard Lane.  Therefore, ACHD has indicated that a 
left-turn lane will not be required for the middle school and options will be evaluated as 
future development occurs. 

 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT FACILITIES 
 
 Land-Use Master Plan 

 
o  Future development of an elementary school and other school buildings to the north of 

the site are currently planned by the school district but specific timeframes have not 
been identified.  Therefore, future schools will be future applications with their own 
traffic impact studies. 

 
 School Bus Plan 
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o Due to the lack of sidewalks in the vicinity of the school, busing will be provided for all 
students and the typical 1.5 mile walk zone will not be used.  

 
o Even when sidewalks are available in the future, busing will likely be necessary for 

students to the east of SH 16 due to the lack of a traffic signal at the SH 16/Floating 
Feather Road intersection. 

 
 Access Safety  

 
o Adequate Intersection sight distance is available at the proposed access driveway on 

Pollard Lane. 
 

o The site distance at the Pollard Lane/Floating Feather intersection is constrained due to 
vegetation which should be trimmed or removed by the property owner or ACHD to 
provide adequate sight distance. 

 
 Pedestrian Plan  

 
o The site plan has two pedestrian crossings of the drop-off/pick-up loop.  A sidewalk route 

along the east and south sides of the parking lot should be provided as an alternative 
route from the parking lot to the school that doesn’t cross the drop-off/pick-up loop. 

 
o Sidewalks should be provided on the south side of the Main Site Access roadway to 

Pollard Lane at a minimum, and on both sides, if possible. Sidewalks on both sides will be 
needed once the planned elementary school is built. 

 
o Due to the lack of sidewalks in the vicinity of the school, the school district will be providing 

safety busing for all children. Due to the lack of signalized crossings of SH 16, safety 
busing should be provided for students east of SH 16 even if sidewalks are added in the 
future. 

 
o Due to the amount of residences along the Floating Feather corridor west of Plummer 

Road, a sidewalk connection from the school site to the existing sidewalk on the north side 
of Floating Feather should be made a priority. 

 
o While few children are expected to walk to school, the following location should be 

monitored for the potential need for pedestrian improvements: 
 

 Striped crosswalk, school crossing signage, and possible pedestrian hybrid 
beacons: 

 
• Crossing of Floating Feather Road near or at the Plummer Road/Floating 

Feather Road intersection 
 

• Crossing of Pollard Lane either at Broken Arrow Lane/Floating Feather or at the 
Pollard Lane/Main Site Access intersection. 

 
 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon 

 
• Planned crosswalk across the Main Site Access road between the proposed 

middle school and the future elementary school site.  This will depend on the 
design of the future elementary school. 
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 Crossing Guard Plan 
 

o The following on-site locations may require crossing guards to ensure children safety 
cross the parent drop-off/pick-up loop.  These locations include: 

 
 Across the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

 
 At the Main Site Access/Drop-off/Pick-up Loop intersection 

 
o Once pedestrian facilities are in place around the school, or if significant numbers of 

children are found to be walking to school, the following location should be considered 
for a crossing guard: 

 
 At the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane 

 
 Location of School Zone and Flashing Beacons 

 
A school zone with flashers is recommended on Pollard Lane due to the posted speed and 
probability that some students will choose to walk even with busing being provided. 
 
 Site Circulation 

 
o   The site circulation provides adequate separation of pedestrians, buses, and 

loading/unloading activities. 
 

o   The bus circulation loops behind the school while the parent drop-off/pick-up area is 
located in the front at the main entrance to the school.  A second lane bypass is 
provided in the one-way loops for vehicles and busses to pass those that are stopped. 

 
 Access Control on Adjacent Highways 

 
o   The school access meets the ACHD minimum criteria for Collector roadways. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Based on the findings of this analysis, the Star Middle School can be developed with minimal 
impacts to the surrounding roadway system with the following recommended improvements: 
 

 Provide safety busing for all students due to the lack of sidewalks in the area.  Safety 
busing should continue in the long-term, after sidewalks are available, until a controlled 
pedestrian crossing of SH 16 is installed. 

 
 Maintain landscaping and locate signs to ensure adequate intersection sight distance is 

maintained.  Coordinate with ACHD to remove vegetation and improve sight distance at 
the Pollard Lane/Floating Feather intersection. 

 
 Sign and stripe internal crosswalk locations. 

 
 On-site sidewalks should be installed in the following locations: 

 
o    Along the south side of the Main Site Access lane in the near term and both sides in 

the long term. 
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o    On the east and south sides of the parking lot to provide walking students a way to the 
front of the school separating them from the parent drop-off/pick-up loop. 

 
 Provide on-site crossing guards for the crossings of the parent drop-off/pick-up loop if 

conflicts occur due to children not using the alternative sidewalk connections that do not 
conflict with the drop-off/pick-up loop.  These locations include: 

 
 Across the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

 
 At the Main Site Access/Drop-off/Pick-up Loop intersection 

 
 Monitor the need for the following future pedestrian improvements as continuous sidewalk 

connections are made base on the amount of children walking to the school: 
 

o  Future striped crosswalk, school crossing signage, and possible pedestrian hybrid 
beacons: 

 
 Crossing of Floating Feather Road near or at the Plummer Road/Floating 

Feather Road intersection 
 
 Crossing of Pollard Lane either at Broken Arrow Lane/Floating Feather or at the 

Pollard Lane/Main Site Access intersection 
 

o  Future rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon 
 

 Planned crosswalk across the Main Site Access road between the proposed 
middle 

 
o  Future crossing guard locations: 

   
 At the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection if adequate numbers of 

children are found to be walking. 
 
 Provide on-site signs and pavement markings for the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

identifying circulation direction, the bypass lane, and curb loading area.  Consider the use 
of raised crosswalks to enhance the pedestrian crossings of the parent drop-off/pick-up 
loop.  

 
 Provide traffic management and parent outreach to ensure the drop-off/pick-up area 

operates safely and efficiently and allows the entire loading curb area to be simultaneously 
utilized for loading and not blocked by parked vehicles or vehicles waiting to drop-off/pick-
up at the front door. 

 
Special Considerations for School District Facilities 
 
Per Idaho Code 67-6519(3), there are specific elements to be studied for school facilities, some of 
which are beyond the standard ACHD TIS requirements.  The topics listed below are required to 
be addressed as a part of the traffic impact study for a new school.  Topics that have been 
addressed in previous sections of this report are identified but are not repeated again in this 
section.  Idaho Code requirements for school study evaluations are: 
 

1. LAND USE MASTER PLAN 
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The development property is in the City of Star in Ada County.  The site is currently farm land and 
is categorized as low density residential in the City of Star Comprehensive Plan.  The surrounding 
area is zoned for residential uses. 
 
The school district also owns property north of the proposed Star Middle School site.  
Conceptually, the district plans to locate an elementary school on the property immediately north 
of the middle school.  The two schools would share the same access onto Pollard Lane.  A high 
school could possibly be located to the northeast of the middle school in the future, too.  The high 
school would likely be built after the elementary school.  There is currently not funding for either 
one of these additional schools and their construction would likely require another bond to be 
approved by voters, so plans for both schools are only conceptual at this point. 
 

2. SCHOOL BUS PLAN 
 
The bus circulation, parent drop-off circulation, and key on-site pedestrian routes are shown in 
Figure 8.  The bus loop is located on the west side of the building and has been designed so that 
the buses will drop children off curbside at the school.  Children should then only need to walk 
across the bus loop to reach the sport courts or fields on the west side of the loop.  Additionally, 
the bus loop is separated from the parent drop-off loop and the key pedestrian routes from the 
parking lot to the school. 
 
Due to the rural nature of the school, busing will be providing for all children.  The school district 
will provide 18 buses from the middle school.  Even when adequate pedestrian facilities are 
provided in the future, there may not be a controlled crossing of SH 16 at Floating Feather Road.  
Therefore, students from the area east of SH 16 would still face the challenge of crossing SH 16 
without a signal.  Therefore, busing should remain in place for students east of SH 16 until that 
intersection is signalized and adequate pedestrian facilities are in place providing a continuous 
connection to the school. 
 

3. ACCESS SAFETY 
 
The Main Site Access point does not exist today; therefore, the safety of the site driveway was 
reviewed by evaluating the estimated potential intersection sight distance based on concept 
design plans and current conditions.  Intersection sight distance was reviewed for the proposed 
driveway location on Pollard Lane. Based on the proposed access location and current conditions, 
adequate intersection sight distance can be provided at the Main Site Access assuming 
landscaping is maintained to provide clear sight lines. 
 

4. PEDESTRIAN PLAN 
 
The pedestrian plan is comprised of the on-site pedestrian circulation and the off-site pedestrian 
accessibility. 
 
On-Site Pedestrian Circulation 
 
The bus circulation, parent drop-off circulation, and key on-site pedestrian routes are shown in 
Figure 8.  The bus loop is located on the west side of the building and has been designed so that 
the buses will drop children off curbside at the school.  Children should then only need to walk 
across the bus loop to reach the sport courts or fields on the west side of the loop.  Additionally, 
the bus loop is separated from the parent drop-off loop and the key pedestrian routes from the 
parking lot to the school. 
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Parent drop-off circulation is a challenge for all schools because of the high amount of activity that 
occurs in a short peak of 15 to 20 minutes.  Key design elements of the parent drop-off circulation 
and pedestrian routes include: 
 
 Parents can drop off children curbside at the building from the passenger side of their 

vehicles and avoid the need for them to walk across the drop-off area. 
 
 Two designated pedestrian crossings of the drop-off loop from the parking lot to the school 

are provided for people walking from their vehicles to the school entrance. 
 
In order to further enhance the pedestrian circulation on site, we recommend the following: 
 
 The two pedestrian crossings of the parent drop-off loop should be designated to draw 

attention to them and maximize the safety for the pedestrians.  One way to accomplish this 
would be to use raised crosswalks in order to help moderate vehicle speeds and to 
improve the visibility of the crossings. 

 
 Sidewalk should be added along the east and south sides of the parking lot to provide a 

pedestrian route that does not cross the parent drop-off loop. 
 
 Provide sidewalks on the south side of the entrance road between the parking lot and 

Pollard Lane in the near term and on both sides in the long-term once sidewalks are in 
place along Pollard Lane to the north of the site and with the possible elementary school to 
the north. 

 
Off-Site Pedestrian Accessibility 
 
Off-site pedestrian accessibility to the site is significantly limited due to the lack of residential 
development within the typical 1.5-mile walking distance and the absence of sidewalks on the 
rural roadway sections.  Therefore, the West Ada School District will provide busing to all students 
until the time that development occurs and necessary sidewalks are added to the roadways.  
Therefore, this evaluation focuses on the following: 
 
 Missing sidewalk sections along roadways that should be prioritized as development 

occurs and as roadways are improved. 
 
 Potential locations for pedestrian crossings when pedestrian demand occurs in the future 

 
 Location of the school zone along Pollard Lane 

 
 
Sidewalk Connections 
 
Figure 14 shows the existing sidewalks in the site vicinity.  It also illustrates missing sidewalk 
segments that will ultimately be required to provide walking routes for students with the 1.5 mile 
walk zone typically used for schools in the district.  Most of the roads in the study area are rural in 
nature, with limited soft-surface shoulders.  Sidewalks are primarily limited to areas of recent 
residential or institutional development along Floating Feather Road, Plummer Road, and Star 
Road.  For this reason, busing will be provided within the normal 1.5 mile walk zone. 
 
Per the ACHD Policy Manual, due to its current paved width of approximately 22 feet, Pollard 
Lane should be widened to: 
 
 30-feet of pavement with 3-foot gravel shoulders; or 
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 24-feet of pavement with 3-foot gravel shoulders and a 6-foot wide detached paved 

pedestrian facility. 
 
In addition, the widening must occur from the site to a public street intersection identified by 
ACHD.  Our understanding is that the school district plans to widen the road to 30 feet with 3-foot 
gravel shoulders on either side from the Main Site Access to Floating Feather Road because 
there are no other sidewalks in the vicinity to connect to.  As development occurs in the area, 
adding sidewalks to this section of Pollard Lane will be a priority. 
 
Due to the lack of sidewalks and the narrow 3-foot gravel shoulders, the school district will provide 
safety busing for all children attending Star Middle School.  As sections of sidewalk are developed 
or alternatives, such as pathways through private property, are developed, busing to certain areas 
could be reduced.  We recommend busing be provided until the pedestrian sidewalk network is 
adequately developed, at which time, the school district may revisit its busing program. 
 
Future Locations of Pedestrian Crossing Beacons 
 
While few children are expected to walk to the school until the sidewalk system is better 
developed, some future locations for marked crossings and potential pedestrian hybrid beacons 
(PHBs) were identified.  These include the following: 
 
 Plummer Road/Floating Feather Road 

 
 Pollard Lane at either Broken Arrow Lane-Floating Feather Road or near the Main Site 

Access driveway, depending on how the area sidewalk network and surrounding 
properties are developed. 

 
These crossings are not expected to be needed in the near-term but should be reviewed as part 
of development applications for future developments in the area. 
 
Additionally, a rectangular rapid flashing beacon should be planned at the crosswalk across the 
Main Site Access road between the proposed middle school and the future elementary school 
site.  This will likely not be needed until the elementary school is developed. 
 
School Zone 
 
The location and design of school zones will be addressed during the design review process for 
the school.  Based on discussions with ACHD staff, ACHD will review the need for school zones 
based on the amount of children walking or riding bicycles to school and the roadway 
characteristics.  While few pedestrians are expected until more residential development occurs 
near the proposed school, a school zone along Pollard Lane is still recommended for the following 
reasons: 
 
 It will be difficult to monitor the number of pedestrians walking to school as the rural 

farmland is developed and sidewalk gaps are filled in 
 
 The posted speed on Pollard Lane is significantly higher than the typical 20 mph speed 

recommended for school zones 
 
 Crossings of Pollard Lane will probably not be signalized even in the long-term future. 

 
 Given the posted speed on Pollard Lane, school zone flashers are also recommended. 
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5. CROSSING GUARD PLAN 
 
Off-site crossing guards will not be provided as busing will be provided to all students.  Future 
development of pedestrian facilities or large residential developments in the vicinity of the school 
may create the need for crossing guards at the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection. 
 
Additionally, the following on-site locations may benefit from crossing guards to ensure children 
cross the drop-off/pick-up loop safely and do not impact the operation of the loop.  These 
locations are: 
 
 Across the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

 
 At the Main Site Access/Drop-off/Pick-up Loop intersection 

 
6. BARRIERS BETWEEN THE HIGHWAY AND THE SCHOOLS 

 
Based on the proposed site plan, there will be farm and residential property in between the school 
and Pollard Lane.  Pollard Lane is a low-volume roadway, so physical barriers are not needed. 
 

7-8. LOCATION OF THE SCHOOL ZONE AND FLASHING BEACON 
 

See the write-up under item #4 above. 
 

9.  NEED FOR A TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNAL 
 

The detailed operations analysis identified no need for a traffic signal or roundabout at Pollard 
Lane and the Main Site Access with the proposed middle school.  The stop controlled driveway 
will operate acceptably. 
 

10-14. IMPROVEMENTS, SPEED, TRAFFIC VOLUMES, LEVELS OF SERVICE, AND NEED FOR    
    ACCELERATION OR DECELERATION LANES 

 
See previous sections of this study that document these steps. 

 
15. INTERNAL TRAFFIC CIRCULATION 

 
See previous sections of this study that documents internal traffic circulation. 
 

16. ANTICIPATED DEVELOPMENT  
       
See previous sections of this study that document the proposed development. 
 

17. ZONING IN THE VICINITY 
 
According to the City of Star zoning map zoning in the vicinity of the site is as follows: 
 
 The site is zoned medium low density residential.  The school is a conditional use with a 

permit that needs to be approved through the public hearing process according to the City 
of Star’s Development Code (Reference 7). 

 
 The areas surrounding the site are generally similar with zoned medium low density and 

low density residential.  There is also public zone where the cemetery is located. 
 

18. ACCESS CONTROL ON ADJACENT HIGHWAYS 
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Accesses on Pollard Lane consist of primarily of farm, residential, and low-volume public street 
accesses.  The nearest rural driveway to the proposed school access is approximately 420 feet to 
the south and 290 feet to the north.  Therefore, the school access meets the ACHD minimum 
criteria for Collector roadways of 150 feet for low-volume driveways and 285 feet for higher 
volume driveways.  It is expected that accesses to the surrounding parcels will be reviewed when 
they redevelop to more development intensive uses.  
 

19. REQUIRED STRIPING AND SIGNING MODIFICATIONS 
 
The following striping and signing modifications are recommended as described in the previous 
sections.  These modifications include the following: 
 
Off-Site Intersection Modifications 
 
 School zone signing and markings on Pollard Lane is at the discretion of ACHD. If a 

school zone is not installed at opening, the WASD and ACHD should monitor if school 
children are utilizing Pollard Lane for pedestrian access and determine if a school zone is 
necessary as new development occurs in the area. 

 
On-Site Modifications 
 
 Signing and striping of internal crosswalk locations. 

 
 On-site signing and pavement markings for the parent drop-off/pick-up identifying 

 circulation direction, the bypass lane, and curb loading area. 
 
 On-site signing and pavement markings for the bus drop-off/pick-up identifying circulation 

direction, the bypass lane, and curb loading area. 
 

20. FUNDING OF HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS TO ACCOMMODATE 
      DEVELOPMENT 

 
Funding for the improvements will be provided by the development. 
 

21. PROPOSED HIGHWAY PROJECTS IN THE VICINITY 
 
See previous sections of this study. 
 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
This study evaluates traffic operational impacts within the site vicinity of the proposed Star Middle 
School.  These impacts were focused on the study intersections along Floating Feather Road, 
Star Road, Plummer Road, Pollard Lane, Beacon Light Road, and SH 16. Following are the 
findings and recommendations. 
 
Findings 
 
YEAR 2015 EXISTING CONDITIONS 
 
 All of the study intersections currently operate at an acceptable level-of-service during the 

weekday school a.m. peak hour and school p.m. peak hour. 
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 A review of historical crash data found that there has been almost four crashes per year at 
the SH 16 Beacon Light Road intersection, but the planned signal at the intersection may 
reduce the number of crashes.  There have been no reported crashes on Pollard Lane 
near the proposed Main Site Access. 

 
 There are currently no pedestrian and bicycle facilities in the vicinity of the site with the 

exception of some sections of sidewalks along Floating Feather Road approximately one 
mile from the site. 

 
YEAR 2018 BACKGROUND TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
 
 The Beacon Light Road/SH 16 intersection is expected to be signalized by 2018 

 
 All of the study intersections are anticipated to operate at an acceptable LOS in the year 

2018 background traffic conditions, though the Floating Feather Road approaches to SH 
16 are forecast to operate at LOS “D” during both peak periods 

 
o Signal warrants are not expected to be met at the Floating Feather Road/SH 16 

intersection under year 2018 background traffic conditions. 
 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
  
 The proposed Star Middle School will be developed with a single main access off of 

Pollard Lane, north of Floating Feather Road.  In the future, a new elementary school is 
anticipated to share the single access to Pollard Lane and will be studied separately at the 
time the elementary school is developed. 

 
 The 1,000-student middle school will generate approximately 1,620 daily trips.  Of these, 

approximately 540 trips will occur during the weekday school a.m. peak hour (300 in, 240 
out) and approximately 300 trips will occur during the weekday school p.m. peak hour (135 
in, 165 out). 

 
 Due to the rural nature of the site, the middle school will provide busing to all students. 

 
YEAR 2018 TOTAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS 
 
 All of the study intersections are anticipated to operate at an acceptable LOS in the year 

2018 background traffic conditions, though the Floating Feather Road approaches to SH 
16 are forecast to operate at LOS “E” during the weekday a.m. peak hour. 

 
o The Floating Feather Road/SH 16 intersection is not expected to meet the signal 

warrants with the build-out of Star Middle School. 
 
 Due to the number of left-turns into the site during the a.m. peak hour, a northbound left-

turn lane would be beneficial at the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection in the near 
term and likely be needed in the long-term as through traffic volumes increase or future 
development occurs on the school district property.  Based on conversation with ACHD 
staff, installation of a left-turn lane would result in insufficient shoulder width adjacent to a 
ditch/floodway on the east side of Pollard Lane.  Therefore, ACHD has indicated that a 
left-turn lane will not be required for the middle school and options will be evaluated as 
future development occurs. 

 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT FACILITIES 
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 Land-Use Master Plan 
   

o Future development of an elementary school and other school buildings to the north 
of the site are currently planned by the school district but specific timeframes have 
not been identified.  Therefore, future schools will be future applications with their 
own traffic impact studies. 

 
 School Bus Plan 

 
o Due to the lack of sidewalks in the vicinity of the school, busing will be provided for 

all students and the typical 1.5 mile walk zone will not be used. 
 

o Even when sidewalks are available in the future, busing will likely be necessary for 
students to the east of SH 16 due to the lack of a traffic signal at the SH 16/Floating 
Feather Road intersection. 

 
 Access Safety 

   
o Adequate Intersection sight distance is available at the proposed access driveway on 

Pollard Lane. 
 

o The sight distance at the Pollard Lane/Floating Feather intersection is constrained 
due to vegetation which should be trimmed or removed by the property owner or 
ACHD to provide adequate sight distance. 

 
 Pedestrian Plan 

 
o The site plan has two pedestrian crossings of the drop-off/pick-up loop.  A sidewalk 

route along the east and south sides of the parking lot should be provided as an 
alternative route from the parking lot to the school that doesn’t cross the drop-
off/pick-up loop. 

 
o Sidewalks should be provided on the south side of the Main Site Access roadway to 

Pollard Lane at a minimum, and on both sides, if possible. Sidewalks on both sides 
will be needed once the planned elementary school is built. 

 
o Due to the lack of sidewalks in the vicinity of the school, the school district will be 

providing safety busing for all children.  Due to the lack of signalized crossings of SH 
16, safety busing should be provided for students east of SH 16 even if sidewalks 
are added in the future. 

 
o Due to the amount of residences along the Floating Feather corridor west of 

Plummer Road, a sidewalk connection from the school site to the existing sidewalk 
on the north side of Floating Feather should be made a priority. 

 
o While few children are expected to walk to school, the following locations should be 

monitored for potential need for pedestrian improvements: 
 

 Striped crosswalk, school crossing signage, and possible pedestrian hybrid 
beacons: 

 
• Crossing of Floating Feather Road near or at Plummer Road/Floating Feather 

Road intersection 
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• Crossing of Pollard Lane either at Broken Arrow Lane/Floating Feather or at 
the Pollard Lane/Main Site Access intersection. 

 
 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon  

 
• Planned crosswalk across the Main Site Access road between the proposed 

middle school and the future elementary school site.  This will depend on the 
design of the future elementary school. 

 
 Crossing Guard Plan 

 
The following on-site locations may require crossing guards to ensure children safety cross the 
parent drop-off/pick-up loop.  These locations include: 
 
 Across the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 
 
 At the Main Site Access/Drop-off/Pick-up Loop intersection 
 
Once pedestrian facilities are in place around the school, or if significant numbers of children are 
found to be walking to school, the following location should be considered for a crossing guard: 
 
 At the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection 
 
 Location of School Zone and Flashing Beacons 
   
A school zone with flashers is recommended on Pollard Lane due to the posted speed and 
probability that some students will choose to walk even with busing being provided. 
 
 Site Circulation 
 
The site circulation provides adequate separation of pedestrians, buses, and loading/unloading 
activities. 
 
The bus circulation loops behind the school while the parent drop-off/pick-up area is located in the 
front at the main entrance to the school.  A second lane bypass is provided in the one-way loops 
for vehicles and busses to pass those that are stopped. 
 
 Access Control on Adjacent Highways 
 
The school access meets the ACHD minimum criteria for Collector roadways. 
 
Recommendations  
 
Based on the findings of this analysis, the Star Middle School can be developed with minimal 
impacts to the surrounding roadway system with the following recommended improvements: 
 
 Provide safety busing for all students due to the lack of sidewalks in the area.  Safety 

busing should continue in the long-term, after sidewalks are available, until a controlled 
pedestrian crossing of SH 16 is installed. 

 
 Maintain landscaping and locate signs to ensure adequate intersection sight distance is 

maintained.  Coordinate with ACHD to remove vegetation and improve sight distance at 
the Pollard Lane/Floating Feather intersection. 
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 Sign and stripe internal crosswalk locations. 

 
 On-site sidewalks should be installed in the following locations: 

 
o  Along the south side of the Main Site Access lane in the near term and both sides in   

the long term. 
 

o  On the east and south sides of the parking lot to provide walking students a way to the 
front of the school separating them from the parent drop-off/pick-up loop. 

 
 Provide on-site crossing guards for the crossings of the parent drop-off/pick-up loop if 

conflicts occur due to children not using the alternative sidewalk connections that do not 
conflict with the drop-off/pick-up loop.  These locations include: 

 
 Across the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

 
 At the Main Site Access/Drop-off/Pick-up Loop intersection 

  
 Monitor the need for the following future pedestrian improvements as continuous sidewalk 

connections are made based on the amount of children walking to the school: 
  

o    Future striped crosswalk, school crossing signage, and possible pedestrian hybrid 
beacons: 

 
 Crossing of Floating Feather Road near or at the Plummer Road/Floating 

Feather Road intersection 
 
 Crossing of Pollard Lane either at Broken Arrow Lane/Floating Feather or at the 

Pollard Lane/Main Site Access intersection. 
 

o   Future rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon 
 

 Planned crosswalk across the Main Site access road between the proposed 
middle school and the future elementary school site. 

 
o   Future crossing guard locations: 
 

 At the Main Site Access/Pollard Lane intersection if adequate numbers of 
children are found to be walking. 

 
 Provide on-site signs and pavement markings for the parent drop-off/pick-up loop 

identifying circulation direction, the bypass lane, and curb loading area.  Consider the use 
of raised crosswalks to enhance the pedestrian crossings of the parent drop-off/pick-up 
loop. 

 
 Provide traffic management and parent outreach to ensure the drop-off/pick-up area 

operates safely and efficiently and allows the entire loading curb area to be simultaneously 
utilized for loading and not blocked by parked vehicles or vehicles waiting to drop-off/pick-
up at the front door.  
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Staff Comments/Recommendations: ACHD’s Traffic Services and Development Review staff 
has reviewed the submitted traffic impact study and generally agrees with the finding and 
recommendations of the study.   

Consistent with the recommendations of the pedestrian plan, staff recommends that sidewalk be 
installed on the east and south sides of the parking lot and that school zone signage and flashers 
be installed on Pollard Lane in the vicinity of the site. 

Due to the high travel speeds and multi-lane configuration of SH-16, staff recommends that 
school safety busing be provided to all students east of SH-16 regardless of, if or when a 
controlled pedestrian crossing of SH-16 is available. 

If and when the SH-16/Beacon Light Road intersection is signalized, all buses and parents should 
be encourage to use the signalized intersection to cross SH-16, as it will provide a safer crossing 
of the state highway. 

The traffic impact study identifies three potential locations for HAWK signals (Floating 
Feather/Plummer Road intersection, Pollard Lane/Floating Feather intersection, and the site’s 
main driveway onto Pollard Lane).  Due to the lack of pedestrian facilities in the area at this time, 
the installation of the three HAWK signals will not be required.  However, the applicant should be 
required to provide ACHD with a road trust deposit in the amount of $110,000, which would be the 
cost for the design, installation, and hardware of one HAWK signal.  The road trust deposit could 
be used to install a HAWK signal prior to the next phase of the Star School complex being 
constructed or it could be used for minor pedestrian improvements, such as signage, sidewalk 
gaps, crosswalks, etc. if development occurs in the vicinity of the school and those items are need 
ahead of the next phase of the school complex.  Regardless, the School District is responsible for 
the costs of these future safety improvements when they are warranted. 

 

3. Condition of Area Roadways 
Traffic Count is based on Vehicles per hour (VPH) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

* Acceptable level of service for a two-lane minor arterial is “D” (550 VPH). 
 
* Acceptable level of service for a two-lane collector is “D” (425 VPH).  

 
4. Average Daily Traffic Count (VDT) 

Average daily traffic counts are based on ACHD’s most current traffic counts. 

• The average daily traffic count for Pollard Lane south of Beacon Light Road was 413 on 
8/10/10. 

• The average daily traffic count for Floating Feather west of SH-16 was 623on 4/17/12. 

• The average daily traffic count for Beacon Light west of SH-16 was 1,093 on 2/27/13. 

 

   

Roadway Frontage Functional 
Classification 

PM Peak 
Hour 

Traffic Count 

PM Peak 
Hour Level 
of Service 

Existing 
Plus  

Project 

Pollard Lane 285-feet Collector 59 Better than 
“D” 

Better than 
“D” 

Floating 
Feather N/A Minor Arterial 31 Better than 

“D” 
Better than 

“D” 
Beacon Light 

Road N/A Minor Arterial 73 Better than 
“D” 

Better than 
“D” 
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C.  Findings for Consideration 
1. Pollard Lane 

a. Existing Conditions: Pollard Lane is improved with 2-travel lanes, and no curb, gutter or 
sidewalk abutting the site.  There is 50-feet of right-of-way for Pollard Lane (20-feet from 
centerline). 

b. Policy: 
Collector Street Policy:  District policy 7206.2.1 states that the developer is responsible for 
improving all collector frontages adjacent to the site or internal to the development as required 
below, regardless of whether access is taken to all of the adjacent streets. 

Master Street Map and Typologies Policy:  District policy 7206.5 states that if the collector 
street is designated with a typology on the Master Street Map, that typology shall be 
considered for the required street improvements.  If there is no typology listed in the Master 
Street Map, then standard street sections shall serve as the default. 

Street Section and Right-of-Way Policy:  District policy 7206.5.2 states that the standard 
right-of-way width for collector streets shall typically be 50 to 70-feet, depending on the 
location and width of the sidewalk and the location and use of the roadway.  The right-of-way 
width may be reduced, with District approval, if the sidewalk is located within an easement; in 
which case the District will require a minimum right-of-way width that extends 2-feet behind 
the back-of-curb on each side. 

The standard street section shall be 46-feet (back-of-curb to back-of-curb). This width typically 
accommodates a single travel lane in each direction, a continuous center left-turn lane, and 
bike lanes. 

Residential Collector Policy:  District policy 7206.5.2 states that the standard street section 
for a collector in a residential area shall be 36-feet (back-of-curb to back-of-curb).  The District 
will consider a 33-foot or 29-foot street section with written fire department approval and 
taking into consideration the needs of the adjacent land use, the projected volumes, the need 
for bicycle lanes, and on-street parking. 

Sidewalk Policy:  District policy 7206.5.6 requires a concrete sidewalks at least 5-feet wide to 
be constructed on both sides of all collector streets.  A parkway strip at least 6-feet wide 
between the back-of-curb and street edge of the sidewalk is required to provide increased 
safety and protection of pedestrians.  Consult the District’s planter width policy if trees are to 
be placed within the parkway strip.  Sidewalks constructed next to the back-of-curb shall be a 
minimum of 7-feet wide. 

Detached sidewalks are encouraged and should be parallel to the adjacent roadway. 
Meandering sidewalks are discouraged.   

A permanent right-of-way easement shall be provided if public sidewalks are placed outside of 
the dedicated right-of-way.  The easement shall encompass the entire area between the right-
of-way line and 2-feet behind the back edge of the sidewalk.  Sidewalks shall either be located 
wholly within the public right-of-way or wholly within an easement. 

Off-site Streets Policy:  ACHD policy 7206.2.3 states that if the proposed development is not 
served by a public street that is fully improved to urban standards (curb, gutter, sidewalk) or 
with a minimum of 30-feet of pavement, then the development shall provide 30-feet of 
pavement with 3-foot wide gravel shoulders from the site to a public street specified by the 
District; OR the developer shall provide 24-feet of pavement with a 3-foot gravel shoulders 
and a minimum 6-foot wide detached asphalt/concrete pedestrian facility, from the site to a 
public street specified by the District. 
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Alternative to pavement widening including sidewalks and pathways or other proposals, may 
be considered by the District.   The extend of the roadway improvements (improvement type 
and length) will be determined by evaluating certain criteria.  Criteria to establish improvement 
typed and length include but are not limited to:  traffic volumes (existing and projected); 
number of pedestrians (existing and projected); location of pedestrian “attractors” and 
“generators” (i.e. parks and schools); number of access points/streets serving the proposed 
development; usable right-of-way; need for traffic calming; utilities and irrigation facilities.  All 
utility relocation costs associated with the off-site street widening shall be borne by the 
developer.   

Minor Improvements Policy: District Policy 7203.3 states that minor improvements to 
existing streets adjacent to a proposed development may be required.  These improvements 
are to correct deficiencies or replace deteriorated facilities.  Included are sidewalk construction 
or replacement; curb and gutter construction or replacement; replacement of unused 
driveways with curb, gutter and sidewalk; installation or reconstruction of pedestrian ramps; 
pavement repairs; signs; traffic control devices; and other similar items. 
ACHD Master Street Map:  ACHD Policy Section 3111.1 requires the Master Street Map 
(MSM) guide the right-of-way acquisition, collector street requirements, and specific roadway 
features required through development.  This segment of Pollard Lane is designated in the 
MSM as a Residential Collector with 2-lanes and on-street bike lanes, a 36-foot street section 
within 54-feet of right-of-way. 

c. Applicant Proposal:  The applicant isn’t proposing any improvements to Pollard Lane as part 
of this application.   

d. Staff Comments/Recommendations:   There is a large irrigation canal on the east side of 
Pollard Lane across from the site.  Due to the size of the canal and the cost associated with 
relocating the canal outside of the right-of-way, staff recommends that Pollard Lane between 
Beacon Light and Floating Feather be widened to the west, leaving the canal in its current 
location.  This will require additional right-of-way dedication on the west side of Pollard Lane 
to accommodate improvements.  The widening of Pollard Lane to the west between Beacon 
Light and Floating Feather should be included as noted in the next MSM update.  For right-of-
way preservation, the MSM should reflect a 54-foot wide right-of-way, measured from the 
existing edge of pavement on the east side of Pollard Lane.  The 54-foot right-of-way will 
accommodate a the construction of a standard 36-foot residential collector roadway with 2 
travel lanes, bike lane, vertical curb, gutter, and a 7-foot attached concrete sidewalk.   
Typically when parcels develop abutting a collector roadway, such as Pollard Lane, the 
applicant is required to make improvements which include pavement widening and the 
construction of curb, gutter, and sidewalk abutting the site.  Staff recommends a waiver of this 
policy due to the limited frontage, to the limited right-of-way on Pollard Lane, created in part by 
a large canal on the east side of the road, the limited pedestrian facilities in the area, and the 
school district’s commitment to bus students to the school, staff recommends a waiver of 
improvements (pavement widening, curb, gutter, and sidewalk) to Pollard Lane for this 
application for the middle school only.  In anticipation of future improvements to Pollard Lane 
with future phases of the Star School campus, the applicant should be required to dedicate 
right-of-way to total 64 feet from the existing edge of pavement on the east side of Pollard 
Lane abutting the site. 

The traffic impact study notes the benefits of a center left turn lane on Pollard Lane at the 
site's entry road.  However, construction of the center turn lane would not be possible to 
construct at this time because the site has limited frontage and there is not adequate right-of-
way off-site to construct a center turn lane due to the canal on the east side of Pollard Lane.  
The construction of a center turn lane would make it necessary for the school district to 
acquire right-of-way from neighboring property owners.  There are very few residential 
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developments in the area and very limited pedestrian facilities.  Because of this applicant has 
proposed to bus all students to the school.   

Consistent with the findings and recommendations of the traffic impact study, the applicant 
should be required to install school zone signage with flashers on Pollard Lane in the vicinity 
of the site.  The applicant should coordinate the design and location of the school zone 
signage with flashers with District Development Review Staff. 

Future Improvements to Pollard Lane 

For any phases of the Star School complex beyond this initial middle school, the applicant will 
be required to improve Pollard Lane with a minimum of 3 travel lanes, (2 travel lanes and a 
center turn lane) vertical curb, gutter, and a 5 foot detached (or 7 foot attached concrete 
sidewalk abutting the site. The applicant may need to acquire right-of-way from adjacent 
property owners to make the necessary improvements. Additional improvements may be 
required as a result of future traffic impact studies. 

2. Private Roads 
a. Private Road Policy: District policy 7212.1 states that the lead land use agencies in Ada 

County establish the requirements for private streets. The District retains authority and will 
review the proposed intersection of a private and public street for compliance with District 
intersection policies and standards.  The private road should have the following requirements: 

• Designed to discourage through traffic between two public streets, 
• Graded to drain away from the public street intersection, and 
• If a private road is gated, the gate or keypad (if applicable) shall be located a minimum of 

50-feet from the near edge of the intersection and a turnaround shall be provided. 
b. Applicant Proposal:  The applicant has proposed to construct a 54 foot wide private road onto 

Pollard Lane to access the site.  The 54 foot wide private road is proposed to consist of one 20 
foot wide entry lane, a 10 foot wide center island, and two 12 foot wide exit lanes.  The private 
road is proposed to intersect Pollard Lane at the sites south property line.  There are existing 
driveways north and south of the proposed driveway.  The northern driveway is 290 feet north of 
the proposed driveway and southern driveway is 160 feet to the south. 

c. Staff Comments/Recommendations:  The location of the proposed private street meets 
District policy and should be approved, as proposed. 
If the City of Star approves the private road, the applicant shall be required to pave the private 
roadway a minimum of 20 to 24-feet wide and at least 30-feet into the site beyond the edge of 
pavement of all public streets and install pavement tapers with 15-foot curb radii abutting the 
existing roadway edge.  If private roads are not approved by the City of Star, the applicant will 
be required to revise and resubmit the preliminary plat to provide public standard local streets in 
these locations. 
Street name and stop signs are required for the private road.  The signs may be ordered 
through the District.  Verification of the correct, approved name of the road is required. 

ACHD does not make any assurances that the private road, which is a part of this application, 
will be accepted as a public road if such a request is made in the future.  Substantial redesign 
and reconstruction costs may be necessary in order to qualify this road for public ownership and 
maintenance. 

The following requirements must be met if the applicant wishes to dedicate the roadway to 
ACHD: 
• Dedicate a minimum of 50-feet of right-of-way for the road. 
• Construct the roadway to the minimum ACHD requirements. 
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• Construct a stub street to the surrounding parcels. 

3. SH-16 Intersections (Beacon Light and Floating Feather) 
As noted in the traffic impact study the boundary for the Star Middle School extends east of SH-16 
to Linder Road.  This will required buses and parents to cross SH-16 at either Beacon Light or 
Floating Feather to access the site.  The Beacon Light/SH-16 intersection is anticipated to be 
signalized in 2017, prior to the opening of the school in the fall of 2018.  The signalization of the 
intersection is consistent with the recommendations of ITD's June 2013 SH-16 Road Safety Audit 
(RSA).  The SH-16 RSA also notes that in conjunction with the signalization of the Beacon 
Light/SH-16 intersection restricting cross traffic at Floating Feather may be considered due to 
safety concerns at the intersection.    

ACHD has significant safety concerns regarding traffic crossing SH-16 at the unsignalized 
intersection of Floating Feather to access the site.  This concern is reflected in ACHD's traffic 
study comments which recommend that all buses and parents be be encourage to use the 
signalized intersection at Beacon Light Road to cross SH-16, as it will provide a safer crossing of 
the state highway. 

Additionally, staff recommends that the City of Star, ITD, The West Ada School District, and 
ACHD work together on measures to discourage cross traffic at Floating Feather and potentially 
elminating the cross traffic with ITD's approval. 
 

4. Tree Planters 
Tree Planter Policy:  Tree Planter Policy: The District’s Tree Planter Policy prohibits all trees in 
planters less than 8-feet in width without the installation of root barriers. Class II trees may be 
allowed in planters with a minimum width of 8-feet, and Class I and Class III trees may be allowed 
in planters with a minimum width of 10-feet. 

5. Landscaping 
Landscaping Policy: A license agreement is required for all landscaping proposed within ACHD 
right-of-way or easement areas.  Trees shall be located no closer than 10-feet from all public 
storm drain facilities.  Landscaping should be designed to eliminate site obstructions in the vision 
triangle at intersections.  District Policy 5104.3.1 requires a 40-foot vision triangle and a 3-foot 
height restriction on all landscaping located at an uncontrolled intersection and a 50-foot offset 
from stop signs.  Landscape plans are required with the submittal of civil plans and must meet all 
District requirements prior to signature of the final plat and/or approval of the civil plans. 

6. Other Access 
Pollard Lane is classified as a collector roadway. Other than the access specifically approved with 
this application, direct lot access is prohibited to this roadway.   

D. Site Specific Conditions of Approval 

1. Provide ACHD with a road trust deposit in the amount of $110,000 for area pedestrian 
improvements. 

2. Install school zone signage and flashing beacons on Pollard Lane in the vicinity of the school.  
Coordinate the design and location of the signage and flashers with District Development Review 
staff. 

3. Construct a 54 foot wide private road onto Pollard Lane to access the site, as proposed.  Pave the 
private road its full width at least 30 feet into the site beyond the edge of pavement of Pollard 
Lane abutting the site. 

4. Enact measures to encourage all buses and parents to use the signalized intersection at Beacon 
Light Road to cross SH-16.   
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5. Coordinate with ITD, ACHD and the City of Star to enact on measures to discourage cross traffic 
at SH-16/Floating Feather intersection. 

6. Payment of impacts fees are due prior to issuance of a building permit. 

7. Comply with all Standard Conditions of Approval. 

E.  Standard Conditions of Approval 

1. All irrigation facilities shall be relocated outside of the ACHD right-of-way.  
2. Private Utilities including sewer or water systems are prohibited from being located within 

the ACHD right-of-way. 
3. In accordance with District policy, 7203.3, the applicant may be required to update any 

existing non-compliant pedestrian improvements abutting the site to meet current Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.  The applicant’s engineer should provide 
documentation of ADA compliance to District Development Review staff for review.   

4. Replace any existing damaged curb, gutter and sidewalk and any that may be damaged 
during the construction of the proposed development.  Contact Construction Services at 
387-6280 (with file number) for details. 

5. A license agreement and compliance with the District’s Tree Planter policy is required for all 
landscaping proposed within ACHD right-of-way or easement areas.   

6. All utility relocation costs associated with improving street frontages abutting the site shall 
be borne by the developer. 

7. It is the responsibility of the applicant to verify all existing utilities within the right-of-way.  
The applicant at no cost to ACHD shall repair existing utilities damaged by the applicant.  
The applicant shall be required to call DIGLINE (1-811-342-1585) at least two full business 
days prior to breaking ground within ACHD right-of-way.  The applicant shall contact ACHD 
Traffic Operations 387-6190 in the event any ACHD conduits (spare or filled) are 
compromised during any phase of construction. 

8. Utility street cuts in pavement less than five years old are not allowed unless approved in 
writing by the District.  Contact the District’s Utility Coordinator at 387-6258 (with file 
numbers) for details. 

9. All design and construction shall be in accordance with the ACHD Policy Manual, ISPWC 
Standards and approved supplements, Construction Services procedures and all applicable 
ACHD Standards unless specifically waived herein.  An engineer registered in the State of 
Idaho shall prepare and certify all improvement plans. 

10. Construction, use and property development shall be in conformance with all applicable 
requirements of ACHD prior to District approval for occupancy. 

11. No change in the terms and conditions of this approval shall be valid unless they are in 
writing and signed by the applicant or the applicant’s authorized representative and an 
authorized representative of ACHD.  The burden shall be upon the applicant to obtain 
written confirmation of any change from ACHD. 

12. If the site plan or use should change in the future, ACHD Planning Review will review the 
site plan and may require additional improvements to the transportation system at that time. 
Any change in the planned use of the property which is the subject of this application, shall 
require the applicant to comply with ACHD Policy and Standard Conditions of Approval in 
place at that time unless a waiver/variance of the requirements or other legal relief is 
granted by the ACHD Commission.   
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F.  Conclusions of Law 
1. The proposed site plan is approved, if all of the Site Specific and Standard Conditions of Approval 

are satisfied. 

2. ACHD requirements are intended to assure that the proposed use/development will not place an 
undue burden on the existing vehicular transportation system within the vicinity impacted by the 
proposed development.  

G. Attachments 
1. Vicinity Map 
2. Site Plan 
3. Utility Coordinating Council 
4. Development Process Checklist 
5. Request for Reconsideration Guidelines 
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VICINITY MAP 
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SITE PLAN 
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Ada County Utility Coordinating Council 
 
 

Developer/Local Improvement District 
Right of Way Improvements Guideline Request 

 
 

  Purpose:  To develop the necessary avenue for proper notification to utilities of local highway 
and road improvements, to help the utilities in budgeting and to clarify the already existing process. 
 
 

1) Notification: Within five (5) working days upon notification of required right of way 
improvements by Highway entities, developers shall provide written notification to the affected 
utility owners and the Ada County Utility Coordinating Council (UCC). Notification shall include 
but not be limited to, project limits, scope of roadway improvements/project, anticipated 
construction dates, and any portions critical to the right of way improvements and coordination 
of utilities. 

 
2) Plan Review: The developer shall provide the highway entities and all utility owners with 

preliminary project plans and schedule a plan review conference.  Depending on the scale of 
utility improvements, a plan review conference may not be necessary, as determined by the 
utility owners. Conference notification shall also be sent to the UCC. During the review meeting 
the developer shall notify utilities of the status of right of way/easement acquisition necessary 
for their project. At the plan review conference each company shall have the right to appeal, 
adjust and/or negotiate with the developer on its own behalf. Each utility shall provide the 
developer with a letter of review indicating the costs and time required for relocation of its 
facilities. Said letter of review is to be provided within thirty calendar days after the date of the 
plan review conference.  

 
3) Revisions: The developer is responsible to provide utilities with any revisions to preliminary 

plans. Utilities may request an updated plan review meeting if revisions are made in the 
preliminary plans which affect the utility relocation requirements. Utilities shall have thirty days 
after receiving the revisions to review and comment thereon. 

 
4) Final Notification: The developer will provide highway entities, utility owners and the UCC with 

final notification of its intent to proceed with right of way improvements and include the 
anticipated date work will commence. This notification shall indicate that the work to be 
performed shall be pursuant to final approved plans by the highway entity. The developer shall 
schedule a preconstruction meeting prior to right of way improvements. Utility relocation activity 
shall be completed within the times established during the preconstruction meeting, unless 
otherwise agreed upon. 

 
Notification to the Ada County UCC can be sent to: 50 S. Cole Rd. Boise 83707, or Visit 
iducc.com for e-mail notification information.  
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Development Process Checklist 
 
Items Completed to Date: 
 

Submit a development application to a City or to Ada County 
 

The City or the County will transmit the development application to ACHD 
 

The ACHD Planning Review Section will receive the development application to review 
 

The Planning Review Section will do one of the following: 
 

Send a “No Review” letter to the applicant stating that there are no site specific conditions of approval at 
this time. 

 
Write a Staff Level report analyzing the impacts of the development on the transportation system and 

evaluating the proposal for its conformance to District Policy. 
 

Write a Commission Level report analyzing the impacts of the development on the transportation system 
and evaluating the proposal for its conformance to District Policy. 

 
Items to be completed by Applicant: 
 

For ALL development applications, including those receiving a “No Review” letter: 
• The applicant should submit one set of engineered plans directly to ACHD for review by the Development 

Review Section for plan review and assessment of impact fees.  (Note:  if there are no site improvements 
required by ACHD, then architectural plans may be submitted for purposes of impact fee assessment.) 

• The applicant is required to get a permit from Construction Services (ACHD) for ANY work in the right-of-
way, including, but not limited to, driveway approaches, street improvements and utility cuts.  

 
Pay Impact Fees prior to issuance of building permit.  Impact fees cannot be paid prior to plan review approval. 

 
DID YOU REMEMBER: 
Construction (Non-Subdivisions) 

 Driveway or Property Approach(s) 
• Submit a “Driveway Approach Request” form to ACHD Construction (for approval by Development Services & Traffic 

Services).  There is a one week turnaround for this approval. 
 

 Working in the ACHD Right-of-Way  
• Four business days prior to starting work have a bonded contractor submit a “Temporary Highway Use Permit 

Application” to ACHD Construction – Permits along with: 
a) Traffic Control Plan 
b) An Erosion & Sediment Control Narrative & Plat, done by a Certified Plan Designer, if trench is >50’ or you 

are placing >600 sf of concrete or asphalt. 
 
Construction (Subdivisions) 

 Sediment & Erosion Submittal 
• At least one week prior to setting up a Pre-Construction Meeting an Erosion & Sediment Control Narrative & Plan, 

done by a Certified Plan Designer, must be turned into ACHD Construction to be reviewed and approved by the ACHD 
Stormwater Section.  

  
 Idaho Power Company 
• Vic Steelman at Idaho Power must have his IPCO approved set of subdivision utility plans prior to Pre-Con being 

scheduled. 
 

 Final Approval from Development Services is required prior to scheduling a Pre-Con. 
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Request for Appeal of Staff Decision 
 
1. Appeal of Staff Decision:  The Commission shall hear and decide appeals by an applicant 

of the final decision made by the ROWDS Manager when it is alleged that the ROWDS 
Manager did not properly apply this section 7101.6, did not consider all of the relevant facts 
presented, made an error of fact or law, abused discretion or acted arbitrarily and 
capriciously in the interpretation or enforcement of the ACHD Policy Manual. 

 
a. Filing Fee:  The Commission may, from time to time, set reasonable fees to be 

charged the applicant for the processing of appeals, to cover administrative 
costs. 

 
b. Initiation:  An appeal is initiated by the filing of a written notice of appeal with 

the Secretary of Highway Systems, which must be filed within ten (10) working 
days from the date of the decision that is the subject of the appeal.  The notice of 
appeal shall refer to the decision being appealed, identify the appellant by name, 
address and telephone number and state the grounds for the appeal. The 
grounds shall include a written summary of the provisions of the policy relevant 
to the appeal and/or the facts and law relied upon and shall include a written 
argument in support of the appeal.  The Commission shall not consider a notice 
of appeal that does not comply with the provisions of this subsection.  

 
c. Time to Reply:  The ROWDS Manager shall have ten (10) working days from the 

date of the filing of the notice of appeal to reply to the notice of the appeal, and 
may during such time meet with the appellant to discuss the matter, and may 
also consider and/or modify the decision that is being appealed. A copy of the 
reply and any modifications to the decision being appealed will be provided to the 
appellant prior to the Commission hearing on the appeal.   

 
d. Notice of Hearing:  Unless otherwise agreed to by the appellant, the hearing of 

the appeal will be noticed and scheduled on the Commission agenda at a regular 
meeting to be held within thirty (30) days following the delivery to the appellant 
of the ROWDS Manager’s reply to the notice of appeal. A copy of the decision 
being appealed, the notice of appeal and the reply shall be delivered to the 
Commission at least one (1) week prior to the hearing. 

 
e. Action by Commission:  Following the hearing, the Commission shall either affirm 

or reverse, in whole or part, or otherwise modify, amend or supplement the 
decision being appealed, as such action is adequately supported by the law and 
evidence presented at the hearing. 
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Request for Reconsideration of Commission Action 
 
1. Request for Reconsideration of Commission Action:  A Commissioner, a member of ACHD 

staff or any other person objecting to any final action taken by the Commission may request 
reconsideration of that action, provided the request is not for a reconsideration of an action 
previously requested to be reconsidered, an action whose provisions have been partly and 
materially carried out, or an action that has created a contractual relationship with third parties. 

 
a. Only a Commission member who voted with the prevailing side can move for 

reconsideration, but the motion may be seconded by any Commissioner and is voted on 
by all Commissioners present.   

 
If a motion to reconsider is made and seconded it is subject to a motion to postpone to a 
certain time.  
 

b. The request must be in writing and delivered to the Secretary of the Highway District no 
later than 3:00 p.m. on the day prior to the Commission’s next scheduled regular 
meeting following the meeting at which the action to be reconsidered was taken.  Upon 
receipt of the request, the Secretary shall cause the same to be placed on the agenda 
for that next scheduled regular Commission meeting.   

 
c. The request for reconsideration must be supported by written documentation setting 

forth new facts and information not presented at the earlier meeting, or a changed 
situation that has developed since the taking of the earlier vote, or information 
establishing an error of fact or law in the earlier action.  The request may also be 
supported by oral testimony at the meeting.  

 
d. If a motion to reconsider passes, the effect is the original matter is in the exact position it 

occupied the moment before it was voted on originally.  It will normally be returned to 
ACHD staff for further review.  The Commission may set the date of the meeting at 
which the matter is to be returned.  The Commission shall only take action on the 
original matter at a meeting where the agenda notice so provides.  

 
e. At the meeting where the original matter is again on the agenda for Commission action, 

interested persons and ACHD staff may present such written and oral testimony as the 
President of the Commission determines to be appropriate, and the Commission may 
take any action the majority of the Commission deems advisable. 

 
f. If a motion to reconsider passes, the applicant may be charged a reasonable fee, to 

cover administrative costs, as established by the Commission. 
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